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Company Background 

AgriNet Uganda Limited is a company limited by shares and formed in 2008 to fill a gap 

and seize a business opportunity in the agricultural value chains. AgriNet Uganda Limited 

is the first of its kind and Uganda’s leading independent input and output market broker 

of agricultural inputs, commodities and services. The company works with real time 

markets and links value chain players to both input and output  market information, 

niche markets, market development and agribusiness development services including 

agricultural finance. We are active mainly in the grain sector trade, buying and selling 

commodities such as maize, beans, soya beans and rice. We source our products from 

small scale-farmers as out growers and sell our products to volume buyers who mind 

volume and quality. 

 

Suppliers (smallholder farmers) 

We work with about 50 farmer groups (each with 30 members) under a forward production contract 

for Soya bean production. We also work with other 500 farmers on a verbal loose/non binding 

contractual arrangement for other grain products, i.e maize, bean and rice. With the forward 

production contract, we have a five year MoU to work together but with seasonal reviews and 

adjustments such as in prices to take care of the global and national changes. The suppliers/farmers 

are located in a radius of 100-200km for those engaged in forward production contracts for easy 

transportaion, while for other commodities, the distance depends on where we can buy good 

volumes cheapest   

 

Business Agreements/Best Practices 

We use different types of agreements depending on which customer (supplier or buyer). For soya 

bean which we use in our animal feeds processing factory, we use forward contracts because usually 

there are limited buyers for this product and production is always very low and farmers need  an 

assurance that their products will be bought at the agreed price. In some cases especially other 

grains like maize, beans and rice, we just hit the market like other traders and buy at the prevailing 

market prices. In this case, we do have agreements with our buying Agents specifying the price, 

quantity, quality and time frame. Some agreements have been LPOs from those who buy from us 

finished or semi-processed products. Other form of agreements have been MoU and service 

agreements from partiners and those companies that provide us with services that we don not have 

within our company such as grain cleaning, drying and long duration storage (grain warehouses). On 

the whole, all contracts have worked fairly well but with some defaults and re-negotiation along the 

way. We started the building the trsut relationship from NGOs that introduced us to these farmers 

and slowly when the NGOs exited we have continued to develop the trsut relationships. Trust though 

very critical in doing business, trust alone is not enough in doing secure business transactions. It has 

to be backed up by legal practices and tight controls systems to avoid loopholes and temptations by 

either party. 

 

Support to suppliers 

We support our suppliers with training on post harvest management and quality control and 

technical advice on market price monitoring. The benefit for both parties is that we ensure getting 

quality and good prices and hence increased income for all. It also helps us to mitigate chances of 

defaulting on quality.  
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Breach of agreements/Best Practices 

We have experiences breach of agreements at several occasions and at different levels, such as: 

1. Suppliers  

•  sold our crop to a different buyer despite giving them our seed and technical support,  

• defaulted on time of delivery, quality and quantity  

• we have had to re-negotiate the terms, revised our strategy of identifying and 

monitoring and now we invest in suppliers with a lot of caution  

2. Our buying agents- these have always either intentionally or circumstantially breached 

agreements e.g by paying farmers less than the price the company announces, buying and 

delivering  substandard quality and low quantities, delayed deliveries, disappearing etc. We 

coup with this in several ways including warning, hire and fire and involving police as some 

cases are criminal.  

3. Our buyers – have issued LPO which they do not honour especially in the area of terms of 

payment. We supply and then they take long to pay or pay in instalment or find some 

excuses for not paying agreed prices, etc. In such cases, we have applied pressure to be paid, 

re-negotiated and in a few cases ended up in court/police to resolve the matter. We have 

also black listed such customers 

4. Service providers , specifically warehouse operators – here we have moved to better service 

providers but also raised our complaints to their regulators for mediation  


